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Abstract – The DC distribution is discussed. A comparison of the DC distribution to conventional AC distribution has been made. The alternative method of high frequency AC distribution is addressed. DC distribution can often eliminate conversion stages. New methods of DC-DC power conversion have been reviewed. It can also facilitate the energy storage and enhance the reliability. Its application in electric vehicles is also described. Finally the future development of power electronics is highlighted.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The DC distribution system is an alternative method for delivering power. The method has been proved to have advantages over conventional AC distribution in terms of energy saving, operation and cost. Thanks to the recent development in power electronics, the handling of the DC system including the voltage stepping, switching, DC energy storage is quite mature. In the last two decades, the rapid development in DC-DC power conversion is made in dramatic manner. New topology, analysis and control method have been reported. Therefore it is time to revisit such system and widen the opportunity to develop into a more practical establishment. Most of the electrical parts and systems are DC based. They may accept AC but internally have embedded with an AC-DC converter to obtain the necessary DC. For example, the computer units are derived by low voltage DC such as 3-20V. The motor drive inverter has also a DC link supplied by AC-DC rectifier. Most of the electronic lighting is now embedded with an electronic ballast which is also with a DC link of several hundred volts. The recent popular LED lighting is also a DC based system.

Most energy storage systems such as battery, hydrogen storage and ultra-capacitor are DC devices. Alternative energy sources such as photovoltaic is also DC source. Therefore it is straightforward to use DC distribution for power transfer and power conversion. Another major alternative energy source, wind power, can output DC as well. Fig. 1 shows the configuration. The driver or power converter for the generator has a DC link.

Nowadays, the wind power generation has biased to direct drive because of efficiency and elimination of the mechanical parts. The use of DC link will be advantageous because it allows a buffer stage to convert the variable frequency or low frequency from the generator side through an intermediate stage to the output stage. An inverter (AC-DC) is connected in the AC line using grid connection control. If DC distribution is used, the grid connection inverter can be eliminated.

The control through joining different DC generator sources in a station is simple because there is no frequency and phase synchronization. DC system is not new. It has been used in office and factory areas for local distribution. It has also been used in aerospace system. This includes aircraft, space, and maritime DC distribution. Obviously the future applications will be moved to consumer level including buildings, home and office.

Despite the rapid development in the DC system and power electronics, the development of such DC distribution has still a number of problems to be resolved. These include the fault detection, DC switching, stability, startup and shutdown, overall system issue and cost issue. This paper is focused on low voltage systems rather than the high voltage systems, as the high voltage transmission has been well discussed in many reports and has been used extensively for power cross-country power transmission.

II. DC DISTRIBUTION

A. Previous work on DC distribution

DC distribution network has a number of well-known advantages as compared with the conventional AC distribution. The applications in general buildings [1], maritime shipboard [2] and aerospace environment [3] have been reported. The main reason of not being widely used for the last decade extensively is mainly...
economic reasons and partly because of the conservation of engineers. Today, the rapid development of power electronics provides an opportunity of this method because it allows DC conversion to be easily applied. As we know, most energy sources can produce DC voltage, by this; we mean fuel cell, photovoltaic cell and even many generators. Many energy storages these days are also DC, including capacitor, inductor and battery. The use of DC distribution undoubtedly has better cost implication and higher efficiency because of fewer conversion stages. The recent DC to DC power conversion research in the field of power electronics has also given additional favourable method of this DC distribution. The DC distribution has been used successfully in high voltage DC system [4-5] and many micro-distribution systems in electric vehicles [6]. However there are still a number of research difficulties that needs to be tackled before it can be realized for industrial use. The following are some researches reported on this topics: The low voltage DC distribution has been reported by several researchers recently. The main work on these areas entail the fault detection based on the impedance characteristics [7-8]. This method is based on checking the impedance of individual modules against their specifications. The circuit breakers modeling for the DC distribution system (DDS) based on PSpice [9] has been reported. The model can further be implemented to simulate the whole protection system. The electronic circuit breaker for the DC system has been reported based on the zero-voltage switching [10]. The switch uses auxiliary circuit of RCD snubber for the assistance to the improvement of the switching transient. The switching time of 200μs has been simulated.

The PEBB (power electronics building block) is a concept to provide generic building blocks for power electronics. It has been recently reported [11] for use in DDS. This idea can be extended to the future larger scale DC distribution in buildings and other systems.

The stability study on the DC distribution system has been reported by Logue [12]. The negative incremental impedance can cause stability problems and this is especially important for DC conversion network where the energy storage components such as the passive devices in the distribution line and load side exist and cause unwanted stability problems. Some early study on the load impedance on the stability in the distribution systems has been reported [13]. Some initial studies on the bulk capacitance and the load changes on the stability have been reported [14].

B. EMI for DC distribution

The EMI is also a concern in the DC distribution. There have been many international standards on AC distribution and EMI on various AC systems and DC conversion electronics, however, on the consideration of DC distribution is limited. The proposed standard for 48V rail [15] is an initial step in this direction. Similarly, although there are extensive researches conducted in the EMI properties on DC power conversion, the study on the EMI effect on DC distribution buses has been less thoroughly studied. Ref [16] is the modeling of the interference properties on this topic.

C. Protection and power quality on DC distribution

The use of switched mode for current protection has been reported in [17]. The stabilization of DC distribution is affected by the cable, capacitive load, inductive load and load changes. A controlled auxiliary power through bulk capacitance has been proposed in [18]. A control logic for different operating conditions has also been examined for low voltage DC distribution system [19].

D. The saving in DC distribution

The DC distribution allows saving in cable size, rectifier or AC-DC converter, equipment or appliance materials and package size. The saving in the loss of power processing can also be reduced because the rectifier stage is reduced. For the AC power source related system such as interruptible power supply (UPS), the inverter stage can also be reduced. The following table gives an estimation of the potential saving.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Size reduction</th>
<th>Power input reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electronic ballast</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor inverter</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renewable energy system</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low power Charger</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video/Audio Entertainment</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>4.50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other advantages including the audible emission will be eliminated as many equipment or appliances will emit 50/60Hz noise under poor design or aged condition. Further, the quality of the entertainment system will be improved because it is free from interference of mains frequency. The 100/120Hz flickering of many lighting units will also disappear.

III. DC DISTRIBUTION VERSUS AC DISTRIBUTION

A. Conventional low frequency AC

The discussion of the comparison of DC and AC distribution has been made in many literatures in the past. It is obvious that the DC distribution has many advantages over conventional system. The main reason for the unwillingness of change is because the world has adapted to the AC system for many years. The change cannot be sudden and must be made gradually. It is also expected the change should start in a smaller scale such as office or a section of a plant.

B. High frequency AC

Recently there is discussion on the use of high frequency AC distribution. The use of high frequency AC is not new. The aerospace standard has used 400Hz for years because of the reduction of the passive components. Higher frequency has been discussed extensively in recent publications [20-21] in the comparison and switching waveforms. The main advantage of high frequency AC distribution is the reduction of the filter and reactive
components. It also increases the transient response as just a few cycles of reaction time refers to a fraction of ms. The DC-DC power conversion uses high frequency AC link for power transfer. There is at least one high frequency transformer or inductor for voltage stepping or temporary energy storage. AC distribution has been used inside most of the DC-DC power conversion. Fig 2 shows the block representation.

For general AC-AC power converter such as variable speed drive (VSD) for motors, if wide voltage variation is needed, DC-DC power converter is also needed. The high frequency AC-link is then also embedded in the unit. It is rational to examine if the high frequency AC-link should be used and how it is compared with the DC link.

Using high frequency AC link will have the same problem of the synchronous of frequency and phase when different voltage sources are added in either parallel or series. The high frequency loss is a factor to be overcome. Therefore, the cable, inductor and transformer design must be properly developed. Care must be taken for skin effect and proximity effect, otherwise, the loss and heating effect in the conductor will cause operation and life time problem [22-24].

C. Health issue

The high frequency AC may generate biological effect to human[25]. The standard [26] has shown that exposure to AC frequency for general public should be less than 10kV/m to 0.4kV/m for electric field and 0.64mT to 0.021mT for magnetic field from 50Hz to 10kHz respectively. The International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) [27] has recommended that the electric and magnetic field should be 10V/m to 610V/m and 0.4A/m to 1.6A/m from 50Hz to 100kHz. The National Radiological Protections Board (NRPB) has also published their guideline on the exposure limits [28]. Tables 1 and 2 shows the comparison of different standards:

### Table 1: Exposure limits to electric field for public

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>ENV50166-1</th>
<th>ICNIRP</th>
<th>NRPB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50Hz</td>
<td>10kV/m</td>
<td>10kV/m</td>
<td>12.28kV/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10kHz</td>
<td>0.4kV/m</td>
<td>87V/m</td>
<td>614V/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100kHz</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>87V/m</td>
<td>614V/m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The exposure limit for power frequency (50/60Hz) is high because it carries too little energy in each quantum to break chemical and molecular bonds. The heating effect by the power frequency is very low as compared to the human body’s own background rate of heat generation. For high frequency, the innovation effect and other high frequency damage will be increased dramatically and the limit is much lower. However, the actual damage due to power of high frequency is difficult to be studied as it requires an actual model. The long duration exposure under lower than the exposure limits has no established study and it is recommended to avoid consistent contact to such field. Therefore the use of DC may have advantages against the DC distribution for such argument.

IV. DC DISTRIBUTION IN ELECTRIC VEHICLE

A. The more electric vehicle

Electric vehicle is a good system that shows a combination of different power electronic units. It includes the DC battery system, battery charger, DC-DC power conversion, DC-AC inverter for motor drive as shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 shows a typical electric vehicle that has demonstrated the application of power electronics and DC distribution. Each of the unit requires substantial power electronics work. The electric vehicle is not restricted to automobile, other vehicle such as aircraft [29] and or ship [30] has also been examined for DC distribution. The More Electric Aircraft concept has been promoted in the last 2 decades because of the rapid development in power electronics. Many actuation and control system are power electronic driven. The use of DC distribution will enhance power and dynamic performance. The following discusses the recent development in electric vehicle:

### Table 2: Exposure limits to magnetic field for public

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>ENV50166-1</th>
<th>ICNIRP</th>
<th>NRPB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50Hz</td>
<td>0.028mT</td>
<td>0.1mT</td>
<td>2mT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10kHz</td>
<td>0.021mT</td>
<td>6.25μT</td>
<td>0.2mT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100kHz</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9.2μT</td>
<td>0.06mT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. DC conversion in vehicle

Electric vehicle is a standalone network and it is using battery as the main power. The hybrid electric vehicle also uses battery as an intermediate stage for electric motor. There are lots of works for DC power conversion
so that the battery voltages can be converted to different levels for equipment.

C. Battery charging and management
The recent development is towards the design for intelligent charging for high performance battery such as Li-ion [31] and battery management system [32]. The battery management should provide battery balancing, determining the State of Charge (SoC) and State of Health (SoH).

The battery charger is actually an AC-DC converter. For low power application, the flyback converter is commonly used because of its low component count; for higher power level such as hundreds of Watt or above, the H-bridge converter is commonly used.

D. Motor drive
The motor drive for electric vehicle is to convert from DC battery to switched waveforms to drive the motor. The DC drive for DC motor is commonly used for low power. The H-bridge converter is used because it provides 4-quadrant control. The induction motor is driven by conventional 3-phase inverter. Commonly, the switched-reluctance motor (SRM) is considered for high performance motor drive. The new SRM is designed using in-wheel method in which the stator is in the center and the rotor is in the outer. An 8/6 motor and the drive is shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

V. DC-DC POWER CONVERSION
In order to facilitate the application of DC distribution, the use of switched mode power conversion is necessary. For general voltage conversion, the classical topology can be used, for example, the Buck, Boost or Buck-boost. For isolated application, the use of transformer or coupled-inductor circuit topologies is used, for example, flyback converter or forward converter. For high power application, full bridge topology should be used. The typical circuit is phase-shifted converter [33] or load-resonant converter [34]. If soft-switching is needed such that the softer current or voltage is needed to reduce the switching transient, the quasi-resonant [35], extended-period resonant [36] or the resonant transition [33-34] can be used. There are a number of new topologies now available for DC-DC power conversion. They are discussed as follows:

A. Tapped inductor
The non-isolated converter can be used for applications of fixed and non-human-contacted equipment or the EMI concern is not an issue. Recently the tapped inductor converter is promoted by [37] because of its simple in structure and wide voltage conversion range while maintaining high efficiency. The tapped inductor is basically derived from the conventional power converter and allows taps of the inductor to connect to either the transistor or diode or both. This allows a wide range of voltage conversion. For example, a buck converter can be developed into three types as shown in Fig. 8.
If the tapped ratios $k$, $k_T$, and $k_D$ are given by:

$$k = \frac{N_L}{N_{L2}}; \quad k_T = \frac{N_{LT}}{N_{L2}}; \quad k_D = \frac{N_{LD}}{N_{L2}}$$

where $N_{L2}$ is the total number of turns, then, the voltage conversion ratio under continuous mode for each circuit is a function of the duty ratio $D$ and the above $k$ ratios:

$$\frac{V_o}{V_{in}} = D(1 - k) + k$$  \hfill (2)

$$\frac{V_o}{V_{in}} = \frac{kD}{1 - D + kD}$$  \hfill (3)

$$\frac{V_o}{V_{in}} = \frac{kDD}{(1 - D)k_T + k_DD}$$  \hfill (4)

for transistor-tapped, diode-tapped and transistor-diode tapped respectively. The conversion ratio for each circuit has been plotted in Fig. 9. It can be seen that the conversion ratio for transistor-diode tapped version covers the conversion ratio from 0 to 1 for any duty ratio. Experimental results has indicated that the converter has high efficiency even under wide conversion ratio.

### B. Switched-capacitor

Recently there are a number of discussions on the switched-capacitor resonant converter and its advantages against the conventional switched mode power converter and the classical switched capacitor converter [38-39]. There are comments made in [40-41] that the switched-capacitor resonant converter does not have voltage regulation which is supposed to be the mandatory condition for all power ratio. Further, the loss is not related to the component loss characteristics. It is noted that the switched-resonant converter is an improved development of the conventional switched-capacitor converter. The methods [38-39] have quantified the amount of the inductance needed in order to control the resonant property of the converter. The inherit voltage regulation is within 10%. The resonant converter is suitable for applications with less demand on exact voltage regulation such as a DC-DC transformer. The conventional converters [40-42] do have theoretical efficiency independent of components but its practical efficiency is strongly dependent on components.

In the conventional method, the amount of the parasitic inductance is uncontrolled or ignored and therefore the loss due to the switching is also not controlled and the switching loss and noise are resulted. The readers have to consider carefully which method they should use. The comparison is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Comparison of resonant and conventional switched capacitor converters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of transistors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The new version of the switched–capacitor resonant converter has been reported in many literatures. Fig. 10 shows the family of the converters and its voltage conversion ratio $M$.

| Fig. 10: The family of switched-capacitor resonant converter |

Other new development in multiple output and power factor correction can be referred to [43-44].
VI. MAGNETICS

Magnetic device is one of the basic components on DC power conversion because it provides temporary energy storage, isolation and voltage stepping. Besides the development of ferrites and Molybdenum Permalloy Powder (MPP) in the last tens of years, there is no advance development in the magnetic materials. The latest development in magnetics can be reported in the following two areas:

A. Polymer-bonded magnetics

High frequency power conversion usually requires air-gap or distributed air-gap in order to reduce the overall permeability and saturation of ferrites and iron core. The invention of the polymer-bonded magnetics [45] meets this need; it is directed to a magnetic composition containing a thermoplastic resin and magnetic powders. The new material is to combine resins such as PMMA or PE with magnetic powder taken from Nickel, Cobalt, NiZn Ferrite, and MnZn Ferrite and together with a coupling agent. The new material is shown in Fig 11.

![Fig. 11: Different sizes and shapes of polymer-bonded magnetic core](image)

The new material has the advantages of non-brittle, flexible shape, lower loss, lower cost and simpler manufacturing procedure. The material can also be recycled as it is plastic based.

B. Coreless transformer

At very high frequency operation, the permeability of the magnetic core of the transformer can be reduced and at some stage, an air-core can be used [46-47]. At present, as the switching frequency cannot be moved to several or tens of megaHertz, the operation frequency of air-core transformer based power converter has been reduced slightly. For air core transformers, self-resonance can be used to minimize the magnetizing current in the external circuit.

VII. FUTURE POWER ELECTRONICS FOR DC

Power electronics provides simple and higher efficiency power processing for DC-DC operation. The future development of DC power electronics will have the following trends:

A. Energy saving and environment

Energy saving and development of new energy are the most important global concern. Power electronics provides efficient power processing methodologies. Today, power electronics has been used in many alternative energy sources. Power electronics has found its application in wind power generation, photovoltaic, energy storage, hydropower, and power quality compensation. It can also be seen that higher power circuit topologies and devices are being further developed for demanding applications.

B. New switching devices

Power electronics heavily depends on the power devices. The rapid development in power electronics is partly because of the new devices. The higher speed, low on-state resistance or voltage, capability of handling high power are the trend of the last 20 years’ development in switching devices. In 80’s Mosfet, IGBT, MCT are popular devices and are still popular. In recent years, integrated gate-commutated thyristor (IGCT) is available with forward and reverse blocking features. The successful development of IGBT is replacing Gate turn-off thyristor (GTO). Silicon Carbide (SiC) is the large bandgap (3eV) material device and is now believed to bring power electronic device to higher performance. [48-50]. It provides all the above good performance as well as high junction temperature. Its thermal conductivity is good (5W/cm°C)[50]. Gallium Nitride (GaN) is also considered for power switching device. It has higher bandgap (3.4eV) and good thermal conductivity of over 1.3 W/cm°C. It is expected that the new devices will bring new revolution of power electronics.

C. New materials and passive devices

Power electronics strongly depends on passive components, which are also affected by new devices. The development of ferrites provides a new method of temporary energy storage, maintaining high efficiency of more than 99% in the magnetic devices. Higher saturation level and lower loss in hysteresis, eddy current and residual losses are needed. The new magnetic material such as polymer bonded magnetic device has proved to be efficient at high frequency. The use of CoNiFe alloy has been reported [52]. Recent devices such as ultra-capacitors allow high energy density and reduce transients which affect the battery life time. Higher temperature magnetic energy storage is also expected to provide new opportunity and application of power electronics.

D. Standards and safety

International standard is usually addressed to safety and creating a balance among different parties. Over the years, a number of new standards such as EMC and energy saving guidelines have forced power electronics to work in new methods. For example the Restriction on Hazardous Substances (RoHS) [53] which came into force on 1 July 2006, has changed the manufacturing and components procurement for all the power conversion design and production.
E. Cross disciplines

Power electronics is a supporting technology. Besides power processing, power electronics has found new applications in medical electronics, automobiles, lightings and building services. It is clear that any discipline or technology that requires power and motion control is likely to work with power electronics to improve the overall performance in size, stability and dynamic performance.

F. Integration

The demand by intelligence and high power density is a development trend. There are intelligent power modules (IPM) that integrate the gate drive and protection into power devices. It simplifies application design of the power stage of the motor drive, inverter and power converter. Intelligent power electronics module (IPEM) that integrates the power electronics circuit with sensors and controllers has been reported [54]. The integration of magnetics into power devices [52] is also a trend. The integration of the power electronics into motors and batteries is developing. The in-wheel motor shown in Section IIIB is a step of integration of intelligent motor. Another example is the embeddedment of battery management system (BMS) and voltage regulation into the battery.

VIII. CONCLUSION

An overview of the DC-DC power conversion is given. The paper discussed the recent development in DC-DC power converters, DC distribution, DC driven motor, electric vehicle and magnetics. A number of new converters including the tapped and switched-capacitor have been discussed. It outlines the major differences between new converters and conventional converters. The DC distribution and the AC distribution have also been compared. The paper finally summarises the latest power electronics applications, discusses the present development in DC power electronics and provides a future direction of the DC power conversion.
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